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PREFACE
The procedure described is a computerized air battle analyzer* using interactive graphics techniques that allow the analyst the freedom to make decisions during the game and save time by using a computer graphics terminal for automatic plotting and computation. The interactive graphics approach enables the analyst to generate the kinematic routines, detection routines, etc., of a full computer simulation without spending long development times in trying to conceive of all the tactical decisions that must be represented and permitted to be altered by input selection.
For the hand games proponent, the computer-support graphics display is more precise than he will normally have from his hand plots, and he spends his time at decision points rather than at keeping books.
For report purposes, complete plots, summary tables, history of events, and geographic displays are readily available through the hard-copy device connected to the graphics console.
For analysis purposes, in addition to the hard-copy output, a chronological game history is available in the form of paper output. Recent developments in computer technology permit amalgamation of analytic, gaming, and computer simulation techniques to a degree not previously practicable. Using a modern, interactive graphics terminal as the interface between the analyst and a computer program, the analyst is placed "in the loop" and can act on intelligence generated throughout the simulation of a military operation. Because the decision logic is supplied by the analyst, not fixed in the program, the simulation complexity, model size, and model development time are considerably reduced.
The advantages of hand gaming (i.e., being able to examine various decision doctrines and to easily maintain interim results) are retained while the time of play is greatly decreased. The advantages of a fully computerized simulation (primarily, ability to represent an action in detail and compute at high speed) are retained while the principal disadvantage of the purely analytic technique (oversimplification of a complex problem) is reduced.
When the program is properly constructed, it can have interchangeable subroutines of varying detail, allowing either a precise simulation or an abstract algorithm to be used to represent a particular action.
This model (Fig. 1) is a time-step, two-dimensional, dynamic simulation written in PL/I for either an IBM 360 or 370 computer with a Tektronics 4015 large-screen graphics-display console and a hard-copy unit. A flexible disk memory is also available. This device allows the analyst to record the entire game (or games) directly from the console screen and then to play back all or part of it for demonstration or report purposes. Hard copies can be made during the playback. The model is interactive in that the analyst makes all of the controlling decisions throughout operation of the model. The model operates by presenting a series of displays on the graphics console. Decisions that control the operation of either the simulation or the operation of the individual units can be made by using the alphanumeric keyboard and the crosshairs of the graphics console.
The present model is designed to simulate an outer-air battle, with interactions ranging from detection through repeated attacks. Because this simulation is highly modular and different unit interaction packages can be developed easily as different needs arise, the model need not be limited to air battles. The game is played between Blue and Red forces. Blue forces are controlled by the analyst, whereas Red forces are controlled by input before the game is started.
The Blue units consist of a carrier (the launching platform for Blue aircraft and the game reference point) and various types of aircraft such as airborne early warning (AEW), combat air patrol (CAP), and interceptors. Aircraft detection and weapon characteristics are determined by input.
The Red aircraft are set up as raids, which may consist of one to many aircraft. Red tactics and detection characteristics are determined by input. In addition, each Red aircraft can be selected by input to be a communications jammer, a radar jammer, a reconnaissance aircraft, or a weapons carrier.
In summary, the following advantages and limitations arise out of the technique:
1. Advantages a. The analyst reacts to intelligence as it is generated during the game. To start the game the analyst selects a scenario and geographic area and positions his units where he wants them. Then, he updates the units, based on the desired time-step. Courses and speeds of all Blue units can be changed by the analyst at any time. Blue aircraft can be sent to patrol areas or contacts at the discretion of the analyst.
Red bomber raids operate automatically, based on the selection of input tracks. By input, each aircraft is placed within a raid that consists of from one to many aircraft. Each aircraft is then selected to be a reconnaissance aircraft, a bomber, a radar jammer, or a communications jammer. After this, each raid is given two input points on its track. These points can be either common or distinct for each raid (see Fig. 2 ). When the game reaches the input launch time (TMAX2), all raids proceed to their first point at input speeds. Each raid has its own speed along the tracks; thus, arrival can be selected as staggered or common. Upon arrival at the first point(s) the raid(s) immediately proceed to their second point. After arriving at the second point(s) each raid closes on the carrier (game reference point) at an input speed (except for reconnaissance aircraft, which remain at their second point and maintain surveillance). When the carrier position has been reached, or the aircraft have fired their missiles, it is assumed their mission has been completed.
The geographic displays were generated using a Mercator projection (1:26 000 000 or 1 in. = 273.3 nmi) for the appropriate area and scaled to fit the display window of the Tektronix 4015 console (see Fig. 3 ). The analyst uses the Mercator projection to select a starting location for the carrier and then converts the location to x-y coordinates. The coordinates are then input to the game and the positions of all other units are input as range and bearing from that point.
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At TMAX2 (input) Red raids are launched from airfields at a speed of VT1.
After each raid arrives at its first point (PT1) it immediately proceeds to its next point at speed VT2.
After arriving at PT2 each raid closes on the carrier at an input speed. When it reaches RTAC it releases its ASM's. 
GRAPHICS DISPLAYS
The graphics displays were designed to give the analyst the necessary information to make informed decisions concerning the strategies of the Blue units.
GENERAL Scales are in nautical miles (nml).
Times are in hours and 100th of hours.
Courses and bearings are in degrees measured clockwise from north.
Speed is in knots (kt).
Positions are in nml. The geographic display serves two functions. As its name implies it is a pictorial presentation of the geographical location of the task force. This display is available for simulations of the Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, and Mediterranean areas. However, simulations must be conducted for each area individually. The display also enables the user to assign the desired task force track for the particular scenario and to locate the Blue airfields. 
DETECTION DISPLAY
The detection display presents a list of all current contact gains and losses by Blue forces.
It consists of Blue-unit type and number, gain or loss, contact type and number, range of contact, range and bearing of contact from carrier, course and speed of contact, and number of bombers per raid. The display is used in examining the overall strategy used at any particular time during the operation of the simulation.
DETECTION REPORT 45 C = 28 S = 400.00 In addition, all Red contacts either appear as bearing lines or are designated by an "R" or an "M" at the location of the contact. The display gives a pictorial view of the current tactical situation and is used to send Blue units to particular contacts or positions. SCALE = 1000 TIME -2.00 VI V5 + 
NAVIGATION DISPLAY
The navigation display gives information on the current task-force position, location and range of the mission point, and course information for arriving at the mission point. Where:
UT -Unit type to be sent;
UN -Unit number of type to be sent; S -Where unit is being sent from: S = 0, unit sent from carrier, S < 0, unit sent from current position; DTY -Target type unit is being sent to; DNU -Target number of target type unit is being sent to; P -Mission designation: P = 0, area search, P < 0, moving station, P > 0, on contact (i.e., P = 2. Unit is being sent to target contact number 2), P = 80, aircraft returned to carrier; VAC -Speed of the unit being sent; NS -New or old aircraft being sent: NS = 0, new aircraft being sent, NS > 0, aircraft has already been sent on a mission and is now being sent on a new mission.
Note 1: Always set NS = 0 for all units except aircraft. Note 2; For returning aircraft to carrier: S = -1, DTY = 1, DNU = 1, P = 80, NS & 1. 
ATTACK INSTRUCTIONS
The analyst has the option to attack Red at any time during the running of the game by depressing the B key.
1. Depress the B key: the buzzer sounds twice, and the detection-report display appears.
2. Depress the R key: the small-scale display appears with all game unit positions and headings. Crosshairs appear.
3. Depress the B key: the attack selection display appears.
a. Crosshairs appear.
b. Depress the A key.
c. Colon appears. 
UNIT INTERACTIONS DETECTIONS
A unit makes a detection when an enemy is within its detection range. Detection ranges are inputs and must be precalculated outside the model, based on either a clear or jammed environment; they are a function of aircraft type (e.g., an interceptor, AEW, CAP, etc.) and type of raid (e.g., high raid or low raid). It is assumed that each aircraft uses its optimum detection capability based on its assignment.
Each interceptor has an input detection range in a clear environment (radar "fix") or jammed environment (radar "strobe"), an infrared detection range for a jammed environment, and a "burnthrough" range that is analogous to a visual or radar fix. AEW and CAP aircraft have clear or jammed environment input ranges that reflect radar fixes or strobes.
JAMMING Radar Jamming
In order to simplify the jamming problem, the jammed environment is partitioned into jamming areas. A jamming group is defined as consisting of a number of radar jammers and all Red aircraft masked by the radar jammers. The ranges of the radar jammers determine the bounds of the area jammed for each jamming group. Each jamming group is mutually disjoint. After a VF/AEW detects a radar jammer, an errored bearing line appears on the small-scale display. The length of the bearing line is equal to the maximum length of the VF/AEW detection range. If a VF burns through a jamming group, all aircraft in the jamming group appear on the smallscale display. Bearing lines will remain on the screen for all AEW and for any VF outside the burn-through range. If all radar jammers are killed in a particular jamming group, then the jammed area becomes clear.
Communication Jamming
Communication jamming can occur inside or outside the horizon of the carrier.
Outside the Horizon. If there are communication jammers outside the horizon of the carrier, there must be an input of at least one radar jammer because communication jamming outside the horizon of the carrier is initiated when the first radar jammer is detected. At this time all communication jammers with TAG = 2 begin jamming (TAG = 2 is an input). If at any time a communication jammer enters the horizon of the carrier, its TAG will be set equal to 3 and it will become a communication jammer inside the carrier's horizon. During the time interval that the communication links to the carrier are broken, all detected Red aircraft disappear from the screen. During the communication blackout, autonomous battles can occur as an option of the analyst. Results of the battles can only be known after communication is restored. Communication links are restored either permanently after all communication jammers are killed or temporarily for a specified time interval If a VF/AEW detects a communication jammer with TAG = 3 inside the carrier's horizon, the method for showing detection is the same as the preceding case.
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Attacks
Blue interceptor aircraft can either track or attack Red air raids at the discretion of the analyst. In addition, the analyst has the option of selecting an interceptor firing doctrine (see A and P keys, under operating iDOtructions).
The program allows for analyst-controlled interceptor attacks and autonomous interceptor attacks when communications are jammed. In the presence of communication jamming, central direction is not possible; the interceptor must act autonomously. Provisions have been made for selective firings against types of targets if existing data were to permit discrimination of vehicle types (e.g., SOJ aircraft, ASM aircraft, communications jamming aircraft). Otherwise, a random firing doctrine is assumed.
During autonomous interceptor attacks the interceptors maintain their predetermined courses and speeds. Because operator assignments are not permitted during communications jamming, care must be taken to reassign those interceptors that have either fired all their weapons, or killed or lost all their targets when communications have been restored.
In order to launch missiles, the interceptors must be within their appropriate weapon firing ranges. Interceptors are equipped with Phoenix/Sidewinder/Sparrow missiles, either pure or mixed loads, as desired.
Red aircraft are equipped with ASM missiles. The number of missiles for each Red air raid is selected by input. Red aircraft launch their missiles when they come within their input tactical ranges. At this point. Blue aircraft attempt to intercept any incoming missiles within their range.
Battle reports that contain information on autonomous interceptor attacks can be displayed by the analyst, provided communication links have been restored. At the end of a game, a battle summary is automatically displayed. The summary contains information on all battles that have taken place during a game. 
